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E2C2 Energy Committee (EC) 
December 12, 2018 Meeting Summary  

 

Present: John Bloom; Scott Dicke; Rick Keller, Jonathan Gritz, Scott Brideau, Stephanie Burns 

County staff: Dennis Leach, Rich Dooley 

1. Greetings, review agenda, approve November meeting summary:  7:30 – 7:40  
 

2. Follow-up to discussion with universities and Arlington Tech: 7:40 – 8:00 

• J. Gritz’s draft scope of work for a student capstone/assignment 

• Who will lead in this area for the Energy Committee (EC)? 
 

• Is there time to launch the feasibility study proposal? 

o A: It would take a student a couple of months to put it together. First, we’d ask for a 

statement of work (Phase 1 - Spring Capstone?). Start in January, conduct a gap analysis 

and market analysis. If that effort told us to proceed/there is a need, we could have a 

student work with the academic community to create an implementation plan (Phase 2) 

to proceed. After the Phase 2, which would endeavor to find one or more sponsors with 

a need per the gap analysis done in Phase 1, a capstone project could be offered for the 

Fall for a launch with a sponsor (private sector?) and university, Arlington Tech, etc. 

• Spring 2019: Convene a larger session with myriad potential stakeholders to go over first SOW / 

Phase 1 results and map out next steps and to see if it makes sense to go to Phase 2. 

• We’d need to rely on the Energy Committee (EC) members and their larger network of contacts 

to find a student to pursue this. 

• This is similar to the EDF Climate Corps approach. 

• We would benefit from a professor (would Scott Sklar be willing?) to help guide the student 

throughout Phase 1 and 2, and to have input from the EC (needs one or two lead coordinator(s) 

from the EC) and County. 

• Next steps 

o J. Gritz offered to lead an effort, involving multiple EC members, to incorporate any EC 

comments to develop a revised capstone draft (Phase 1) 

o Send the revised Phase 1 approach to John Bloom, who can then send it to universities 

and others from last meeting, asking for feedback. 
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3. Discussion: Ensuring the Arlington Master Transportation Plan and the CEP are 
working well together: 8:00 – 9:00 

• Dennis Leach – Arlington Transportation Director 
 

• It is worthwhile to recognize the Master Transportation Plan (MTP) focuses on behavior change 

to help move more people most efficiently. It follows County Board guidance to make Arlington 

more walkable, bikeable, to get around. 

• Arlington has the lowest drive-alone share (outside of DC) in the region and we’re seeing 

improvements. 

• We have headwinds. We’ve seen progress in biking and an increase in walking trips, but we have 

issues and problems with transit. For example: SafeTrack and reliability really decreased 

ridership; over 30,000 Federal jobs are no longer here (from 2010-present) and many of those 

employees had transit benefits; ride sharing was not on the County’s radar when the MTP was 

first developed; ride sharing companies are not required to provide the County data; ridesharing 

does not lead us to greater sustainability – ridesharing increases vehicle miles traveled (VMT) 

while reducing bike, walk and transit trips. On the flip side, there was a dramatic increase in 

telework which helps ease congestion and reduces VMT.  

• We have the largest commuter service group in the country. Areas of emphasis include: 

o Transit first 

o An aggressive push toward walking, biking 

o Site Plan project approval requires transportation demand management (TDM) 

measures 

o Working with Metro to communicate better with riders 

• Regarding Metro ridership, we carried 221,000 passengers/weekday in 2010 – we are a transit-

centric community, 2nd only to DC in ridership 

• All of our policy levers aim toward multimodal transportation options to help move more 

people more efficiently 

• Q:  Is there a need to revise the MTP and/or elements of it to include CEP ideals? 

o A: The bike element has been reopened – it takes about 2 years to revise each MTP 

element. The update is all staff-driven, no consulting money, so staff rely on community 

and Commission feedback to make sure the updated bike element work together with 

other Comprehensive Plan elements. That is an opportunity to help ensure we mesh 

multiple goals across multiple Comp Plan elements. 

o A lack of resources does not allow all MTP elements to updated regularly. 

o Rich sent the Bike Element update link to the Committee members on how to provide 

feedback.  

• The County’s parking policy has been updated to support the reduction of VMT 

o 1 sp / 5 to 7 employees - commercial 

o Residential – MFH – less than the 1 sp/unit (Fall 2017 update). Clarendon had a project 

at a 0.5 sp/unit 

• Committee comment: Based on the energy modelling work done by Arlington and MWCOG – we 

have more opportunities to advance and reach our goals. So – in addition to the great smart 
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growth efforts that have enhanced multimodal transportation, the EC sees electrification to 

further help us reach our ambitious transportation sector energy goals. 

o How can the County help advance that electrification? 

o The EC recognizes some people need and use cars/vehicles. Much like we expect 

people to need and use lights in their homes, we do not ask people to not use lights, 

but we do suggest them to: 1) use daylighting, when possible, and 2) use more fuel-

efficient vehicles, including alternative fuel vehicles such as EVs for people who do still 

need to use and drive cars, vehicles.  

• Q: Does the MTP recognize or discus greenhouse gas emissions GHGe? 

o A: Sustainability is woven throughout the MTP; 90% of the MTP is behavioral change 

to help get people out of their cars. 

o The MTP does note “alternative fuel vehicles,” which is a lead-in to the CEP. 

• County fleet 

o We have used compressed natural gas (CNG), for instance, in ART buses. 

o The WPCP solid waste project will yield gas that the CNG fleet could use, which would 

lead the County to continue to use CNG buses into the future. 

o The County looks for opportunities for more efficient vehicles 

o Q: CNG vs. electric busses – how do they compare in terms of costs (LCC), 

emissions, GHGe, --- could that be a student project to assess? Has the analysis 

already been done to compare CNG to EV buses? 

o A: The ART fleet needs to be reliable – think about issues with DesignLine, Metro 

service, and learn from it. We recently ordered another 10 new ART buses that use 

CNG. We expect 12-18 years of life in each bus. Metro would be a great candidate to 

experiment with electric buses since their fleet is much larger than Arlington’s and could 

show the rest of the region that it makes sense economically and from a GHGe 

perspective to transition from CNG to EV buses. Also, it would help Arlington and MTP if 

we had more resources to support a reliable transit system, including a real-time 

information system, similar to the ease people can access and use Uber and Lyft. How 

does Arlington make it as easy for someone to use transit as it is to use Uber, Lyft? 

• Q: For EVs – buses, personal cars – who is the lead in the County to pursue more EVs? 

o A:  It’s a mix of people involved. Private fleet has the most opportunity to use more 

EVs. How do we entice existing building owners to add EV charging to help them reach 

their goals of increased leased space? What is the value proposition for the private 

sector to add those charging stations? 

• Q: What is Car2Go’s, ZipCar future? 

o We worked with DC to create a blended, cross-border Car2Go availability. ZipCar is 

having a tougher time to compete with Uber, Lyft. 

• Site Plans 

o Our policies look to advance the MTP policies and to reach its goals. 

o Charging stations in new buildings – could thi s be new Site Plan condition? 

o Crystal City redevelopment – there’s a chance for advancing EV charging there. 

• Q: Is there a way to track how much EV charging stations are used? Utilization rate? 

o A: Every five years – a building transportation survey is required. See the survey 

to see if there’s a way to add to that survey to track EV charging station usage. 
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• There’s always anxiety about spillover parking whenever a MFH or commercial office building 

looks to reduce its parking requirements. Establishing parking maximums experienced 

significant pushback from the community, especially single family neighborhoods that were 

concerned about quality of life. 

• Q: How to add to the EV charging infrastructure? The Site Plan process can be used. What 

other ways can we help get more charging stations? 

o A: We should add this question to a future NAIOP meeting 

o We do not have the staff resources to address EV charging on-street. Deliveries and 

drop-off and pick-up issues conflict with changing out regular parking with EV charging 

parking. 

o A better way to advance increasing EV charging infrastructure would be open-air 

parking lot charging stations, especially where the County, APS own and control those 

lots. 

o Perhaps we need to work together with the Zoning staff to streamline the process for 

existing building owners to change a regular parking spot to one that has an EV 

charging station. 

• VW money 

o AIRE staff will find out the latest and tell the EC where that stands 

• Amazon 

o Plans to provide employees full transit benefits 

o 1 sp / 1000 sf parking , 1 sp / 6-7 employees can be expected 

• Q: Electric scooters – what is their future in Arlington? 

o A: The County Board passed a 9-month program pilot. Companies that want to 

operate in Arlington must adopt to those guidelines. We also collect data and will assess 

that data in Spring/Summer 2019. 

 

4. CEP update  
 

• Staff is working on incorporating comments from the Energy Committee, staff, and others, and 

weaving the GHG emissions inventory and energy modelling results to develop the draft CEP. 

• The goal is to provide DES management with the draft in January, and to share an updated draft 

to the CMO in January. 

• Staff will send the Energy Committee a draft CEP update once it is available. 

 

5. Member updates 
 

• Stephanie B – bipartisan carbon pricing bill introduced to Congress. 

• Scott B – Business Climate Leaders event. Co-hosted by Schneider Electric – great discussions. 

INOVA rep highlighted what they were doing versus what Mars Company is doing. Possible 

follow-up: talk with Arlington Chamber of Commerce to align with them. 

• Rick K – APS/Sun Tribe Solar 0.796 cents/kWh is what APS will pay Sun Tribe. Are there any 

public documents available regarding PPA contracts? Have him talk with SEIA, Solar Foundation. 
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• Scott D – There is no “Energy Element” to the MTP. Perhaps the EC could advocate for AIRE to 

get funds to advance such a new Element to be added to the MTP. The new Element could 

track with the CEP or CEPIF to formalize structurally the MTP and CEP goals working together. 

• John B – Outlook is good that County Board will agree to change the County’s draft legislative 

agenda to incorporate EC/E2C2-backed solar policies at its upcoming meeting. 

 

6. [Planning for 2019 (Identify questions/goals for planning in January – if time allows)] 
 

• John Bloom: This will be done by e-mail and discussions in January. 

 

7. Wrap-up and adjourn  
 

• Meeting adjourned 9:41 am 

 

 


